
The Stick 

 
 
Key Fundamentals  
 

Cradling  
 The bottom hand is the steadying hand, wrapping loosely around the shaft toward the butt-end  
 The top hand holds the stick near the throat; the top hand does the work with the wrist curling up and 

back in a smooth, rhythmic, yo-yo like motion that maintains the ball calmly in the pocket. For beginners, 
the inclination is to cradle too fast or to control the rotation of the stick by revving the bottom hand 
 

Scooping  
 The player approaches the ball with the top hand near the throat and the bottom hand near the butt-end 
 As the player approaches, he bends his knees and lowers his bottom hand toward the ground 
 The player’s approach is similar to the motion of a plane landing, but the player should not slow down 
 While continuing to run, the player slides the head of the stick under the ball until the ball is in the pocket 
 The player should not stab or dig at the ball 
 Now with the ball, the player runs out of the scoop, begins cradling and looks up for an open teammate 

 

Passing 
The Stance 
 The player faces the player he’s throwing to with his left foot forward; for lefties, the right foot is forward 
 The top hand holds the stick near the top of the shaft, the bottom hand holds the stick near the butt-end 
Rotating the waste and shoulders back 
 The player rotates his waste and shoulders back until his top hand is even with his ear  
 The player shifts his body weight off his front foot in concert with rotating the shoulders back 
 Rotating the shoulders prevents the player from flopping the stick back like a catapult  
Rotating the shoulders forward 
 As the player rotates his shoulders forward, like a lever, the top hand and arm push the top of 

the stick forward and the bottom hand and arm pull the bottom of the stick smoothly back 
toward the body   

 The player shifts his body weight to his front foot in concert with the forward rotation and lever  
Finishing the pass 
 The player completes the pass by fully extending the top arm in the direction of the target  
 The top hand snaps forward (think of a fly swatter snapping) and the ball is released  
 

Catching  
 The stance and hand placement are the same as setting up to make a pass  
 The player holds the head of the stick near his ear as a target 
 The player watches the ball into the pocket 
 The catcher never complains about a bad pass; 90% can be caught with some athleticism 
 The player cushions the pass by easing the stick back and rotating his shoulder slightly back 
 The motion is similar to a receiver looking a football into his hands, and allowing his hands to cushion the pass 

 

Key Penalties 
 Cross-checking: using the stick handle with two hands to check or aggressively push another player 
 Holding:  grabbing or not allowing another player to move 
 Off-sides:  3 players must be on the offensive side of the midfield line and 4 on the defensive side 
 Pushing:  pushing another player from behind 
 Slashing: striking the stick against anything other than the opponents’ stick  
 Tripping:  tripping another player either on purpose or accidentally  
 Warding-off:  when carrying the ball, using a free hand to push away the defender’s stick 

 
     Boys Developmental Lacrosse Primer 

Have fun.   Try your best.  Hustle.  Listen to your coaches. 
 

Mission statement  
 

Our goals are to promote the exciting sport of lacrosse, to teach fundamental lacrosse 
skills and to honor the game.  

 
We strive to promote the life-skills of upstanding individuals, while providing an 
opportunity to enjoy a great game and time with friends. Our coaches strive to balance 
healthy competition with fun and teaching. 

  
Our wish is to emphasize the positive aspects of sports, which are to challenge yourself, 
to exceed self-perceived limits, to be a team player, to show good sportsmanship and to 
forge lasting relationships with teammates and coaches.  

 
The Field 
 

 
 

Positions; primary roles 
 
Attackman: 3 per team on the offensive side of the midfield line; pass, score, and set-up goals 
Defenseman: 3 per team on the defensive side of the midfield line; cover and shut down the attack 
Goalie:    1 per team; save shots and direct defense 
Midfielder:  3 per team who can run the full field; face-offs, transition, offense and defense support 
 
In developmental lacrosse, players are encouraged to try all positions except goalie, which is only on a 
volunteer basis 

Butt-end Shaft or handle 

Pocket 

Head 

The Crosse 

Throat 

Restraining Line Restraining Line 

Restraining Box Restraining Box 

“The Fastest Game on Two Feet” 



 
Terminology  
 

Assist:  a pass made to a teammate who scores 
Clear:  the attempt by the defense to move or ‘clear’ the ball up the field (preferably up the side) 
Cradling:  top hand wrist action to maintain the ball in the pocket 
 

       
 
Crease:  9 ft circle around each goal. Defensive players and the goalie can enter the crease.  Offensive  
players are prohibited, but may reach into the crease with their sticks to retrieve a ball 
 

 
 

Cutting:  running toward the goal or a teammate in anticipation of a receiving a pass 
Dodges:  individual moves used by the ball carrier to elude or run by defenders 
Face-off: 2 opposing players crouch down in the center of the field at the start of a quarter or following a 
goal; after placing a ball between the two opposing pockets, the referee blows the whistle to begin play 
 

    
 

Fast-break: an odd man transition rush into the offensive zone when the offense has an extra man 
Give and Go:  one player passing to a teammate and then cutting and receiving a pass back 
Goal Cage: a 6’ by 6’ square with a triangular net 
 

 
 
 
Ground ball:  a loose ball on the field is referred to as a ‘ground ball’ – winning ground balls wins games 
Man-ball communication:  used typically by 2 players on the same team to identify which player will go for 
the ground ball and which will box out or block a pursuing defender 
Out-of-bounds:  the last team to touch the ball before it goes out-of-bounds loses possession 

Missed shot out-of-bounds:  the player or stick closest to the line where the ball goes out wins possession 
Passing: throwing the ball to a teammate 
Passing lane: open spaces a player can move into to create a clear line of sight with the ball carrier 
Setting a pick: an offensive player comes to a stationary position, blocking the pathway of a defender 
Rake:  clamping the ball with the back of the stick and sweeping it to a desired direction 
Restraining box:  offensive area that surrounds the crease and extends to the endline and sidelines 
Ride:  the attempt to stop a team from clearing the ball up the field 
Save:  when the goalie stops a shot 

 

     
 

Scooping:  picking up a ground ball (preferably with two hands on the stick) by bending down low and sliding 
the stick through or under the ball rather than stabbing or digging at it 

 

 
 

Shooting:  throwing the ball at the goal intending to score; bounce shots are often more difficult to save 
 

      
 

Slide:  when a defensive player runs to back-up or help another  
 

Offensive strategy 
 Try to score by dodging, passing, shooting and working together as a team 
 Stay spread out  
 Pass the ball if you don’t have a good shot 
 Don’t try to run through the entire defense—look to pass to open teammates 
 If you don’t have the ball, keep moving, cutting, setting picks, and popping open at varying speeds 
 Maintain poise with the ball; try to stay under control and keep your eyes/focus up 

 

Defensive strategy 
 Stop the other team from scoring by working together as a team 
 Talk to your teammates and seek to back up or help out; slide with commitment 
 Listen to your goalie—he is the quarterback  
 Don’t lose sight of the person you’re guarding and try not to lose sight of the ball 
 Keep your stick under control 
 If a person with the ball runs by you, run hard to recover  
 When defending one-on-one, break down and get ready to react, the first offensive move is typ. a set-up 
 Out-hustle the offense; take it personally if the other team scores 


